Compassion in World Farming
Shining a spotlight on the suffering of farmed fish: advancing fish welfare in Europe
Indicative 5 year budget (2017/18 to 2021/22)

OUR EXPERT TEAM

Global team
Programme leadership and management
Public-facing activities
Corporate engagement activities
Subtotal
Dedicated fish welfare programme team
Senior programme lead

Food Business Research Manager
Research and Campaigns Manager
Media Manager
Campaigns Manager
Additional research resource
Subtotal

ENGAGEMENT, OUTREACH AND INSPIRATION
Awareness into action: Public-facing activities

Building a robust evidence base

New online 'fish hub'
Knowledge transfer (including events)
Translation costs
Alliance building and engagement
Conference attendance
Market sensitisation*
Polling
Subtotal
Retailer, producer and manufacturer engagement

OUR EXPERT TEAM

Corporate engagement

Supermarket survey
Conference attendance
Publications
Subtotal

OPERATING COSTS

2017/18

£58,500

£145,000

£79,600

2017/18

2018/19

£54,600

£185,900

£148,720

2018/19

2019/20
£ STERLING

£55,700

£231,500

£137,550

2019/20

2020/21

£56,800

£236,100

£141,840

2020/21

2021/22

£57,900

£240,800

£198,240

2021/22

£14,810

£505,332

£467,900

£16,090

£522,115

£483,440

£15,280

£590,782

£547,020

£15,900

£34,180

£427,525

£33,420

£18,060

£461,727

£27,060

£317,860

£23,495

Subtotal

£343,289

£16,700

TOTAL ANNUAL PROGRAMME COST

Operations and sundries
Additional, dedicated office space
Equipment and consumables
Recruitment

TOTAL ANNUAL PROGRAMME COST (including contingency @ 8%)

a. This budget:-

NOTES

Notes

Including strategy, coordination and EU and national fish welfare policy and advocacy work
Media, campaigns and digital activities
Food industry engagement on fish welfare (Head of Food Business and European Food Business team) using the materials, briefings etc. prepared by the dedicated new fish Research Manager

To drive the programme, ensuring successful implementation, roll out and delivery against objectives. Responsibilities will include high-level lobbying, advocacy, stakeholder engagement, influencing etc.

Responsible for intelligence-gathering; creation of audience-appropriate materials; knowledge transfer; engagement with fish-specific companies and provision of technical support to the global Food Business team (e.g. production of
information sheets, case studies, training materials, BBFAW briefings) and company engagement in tandem with the existing corporate team
Expert, technical specialist to arrange and attend lobbying meetings (where appropriate), and manage the production of White Papers, landmark scientific reports, lobbying documents, briefings etc.
A communications specialist to lead and manage market sensitisation, web content development and management etc.
Additional post to champion and drive our pan-European public awareness and policy work (including lobbying to advance welfare provision for fish at EU and national levels )
Additional expert consultancy support (50 days annually at £300 per diem in Years 1 and 2 rising to £350 in subsequent years) to augment the team at peak periods and clustered around key moments

Evidence gathering (e.g. desk research, investigative fieldwork to secure footage, images etc.) to demonstrate the suffering of farmed fish to be converted into compelling dossiers, material for appropriate audiences (e.g. policy
makers, public, media, food industry)
A new, central, digital hub will be launched creating (for the first time ever) a dedicated fish welfare platform. This will host a fully-referenced collection of resources addressing key fish welfare issues (providing the basis for our
briefing and engagement with policy makers, food businesses as well as for wider awareness-raising activities). Costs include website design, development, testing and the creation of public-facing assets (including to demonstrate fish
sentience)
Embedding good practice; development of resources and tools; animal welfare information; advice and guidance (including from industry representatives) etc. and the roll-out of a programme of round tables, seminars, conferences
etc.
Estimate for annual translation fees into Spanish, German, French, Italian, Dutch and Polish
Travel costs (estimated at 5 to 10 short haul trips per annum for fish team members including for fish-specific corporate engagement); participation in Eurogroup's dedicated Fish Group and membership of the EU's influential
Aquaculture Committee
Estimated at 2 conferences per annum for two team members (including travel) for networking and alliance-building
As per note k. below, please note this is a 'holding' figure as costs could be higher to achieve a fundamental shift in the public understanding of fish towards driving lasting welfare gains. This excludes the costs of a major public-facing
project (see note a. below)
Specific questions to be added to our annual polling to evaluate progress and impact of a dedicated fish welfare workstream (Year 1 includes baseline polling in Month 1 and first annual poll in Month 12)

Notes

Travel costs for industry engagement (estimated at 5 per cent of overall Food Business travel per annum) to encourage humane standards for rearing, transport and slaughter of all species (including cleaner fish) commencing with the
humane slaughter of fish produced and consumed within the UK. We will press food businesses and certification schemes to incorporate the introduction of good and bad welfare indicators for individual species (thereby establishing
benchmarks and enabling target setting and monitoring)
Consultancy to develop fish questions, undertake online testing, scoring/weighting and analysis (20 days in Year 1 and 30 days in Year 2 @ at £350 per diem; 40 days in Year 3 @ £375; 50 days @ £400 in Years 4 and 5 all with
additional VAT @ 20%). A special fish case study will be prepared and included in the next survey (to be published in 2017/18) in preparation for the integration of fish in the subsequent biannual survey (for 2018/19 publication).
Work includes undertaking gap analysis, knowledge transfer, data analysis, reporting etc.
Specialist and species-specific conference attendance by the dedicated Food Business Research Manager (estimated at 2 per annum including travel)
Design and limited print costs for booklets, briefings etc. (one estimated annually)

Annual rent, utilities etc. for programme team
Computer and telephone equipment plus sundries (e.g. stationery, posting, printing, internet, mobile)
Annual recruitment costs for new dedicated fish welfare posts during Years 1 to 3 (including advertising fees etc.)

excludes additional input and support for our corporate engagement programme provided from within Compassion's global team (at HQ and individual EU hubs) including Chief Executive, Directors, Heads of Country, Finance, Operations and Marketing teams
excludes the commissioning of a major evidence-based, public-facing project as a key component of our sensitisation programme. For example, a film which could be multi-purpose (i.e. a tool for lobbying, business engagement and also to convene partners). The film ‘The End of the Line’ provides a useful model for consideration (see http://cmsimpact.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/The-End-of-the-Line-A-Social-Impact-EvaluationResources-case-study.pdf )
b. Cost-efficiencies and economies of scale will be achieved wherever possible
c. Work on fish welfare is at an early stage within the animal NGO community so this is an indicative budget only and is expected to be subject to revision and change (especially after the first 2 years of operation)
d. A higher than usual contingency of 8% has been applied to the budget as expenditure will be subject to change once a dedicated team is in place and the costs for market sensitisation are confirmed
e. Costs are subject to inflation year on year (calculated at 2.0% per annum)
f. Staff costs include on-costs for all applicable taxes and insurance
g. Recruitment of new posts and commitment to expenditure on a dedicated workstream on fish welfare is dependant on securing requisite investment
h. The advances Compassion advocates for farmed fish are also applicable to wild-caught fish and we will seek to drive positive change for both farmed and wild species where opportunity presents
i. The composition of the team will be subject to review in late 2017/18 to ensure Compassion has the most appropriate skillset and expertise in place to drive impact for fish from Year 3 and beyond
j. Increase in travel and subsistence costs reflects the growth in the size of the team and the scale of the fish welfare programme itself

k. Our market sensitisation* strand will be focused on achieving a fundamental, cultural shift in attitude to and understanding of fish (with a particular focus on sentience). Without this, the potential to advance fish welfare will be constrained. Costs for market sensitisation will be determined in Year 1 once there is a dedicated team in place and could escalate in Years 4 and 5 depending on the scale and scope of materials and assets
produced and activities undertaken. Plans include the development of a range of public-facing materials (e.g. infographics, animations, social media memes, soundbites, short publications, images etc.) A section of the new fish hub will be targeted towards the public to demonstrate fish sentience including evidence, stories, access to film clips etc.)

